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Term: Spring 2013  

Instructors: Terry Copp (tcopp@wlu.ca) and Matt Symes (matt.symes@canadianmilitaryhistory.ca)  

 

The course will examine the reality of war and the constructed memory that attempts to give meaning to 

past events. The course will be conducted on the ground in the Ypres Salient, the Somme, Vimy Ridge, 

and other Great War sites of war and memory. Students will then travel to Dieppe, the Channel Ports, 

and Bruges to discuss aspects of the Canadian experience in the Second World War.  

 

 

Course Requirements: 

 

Students are required to prepare for and participate in on-site discussions. A detailed list of discussion 

questions will be provided. (Participation marks: 20%). 

 

Two essays (each worth 40%) 1200-1500 words each are required. The essays will consider biographical 

and contextual information about an individual Canadian soldier of the Great War and of the Second 

World War. Students will use attestation papers, personnel records, and war diaries to develop their 

essay. Normally students will select soldiers from an approved list to provide wide coverage. Students 

who wish to examine the experience of a relative will be accommodated where possible. Students will be 

required to present their preliminary research for one of the two soldiers selected on-site in Europe. Final 

drafts of both essays are due 15 June 2013 and will incorporate ideas developed on the study tour. A 

selection of the best essays will be published online or in the journal Canadian Military History. 

 

 

Required Texts: 

 

A course reader will be available. 

 

 

Course Outline:  

 

 

9 May (Thursday)  

Course Introduction: The Study of War and Memory 

 

 

14 May (Tuesday)  

Dieppe: A Decision-Making Exercise  

 

 

21 May (Tuesday)  

Arrival in Amsterdam. Free day to explore the city and recover from jet lag. Take the Hotel Shuttle Bus, 

drop off your baggage, return to the airport to catch the train into Amsterdam. We will all meet for 

dinner at the hotel at 7:00pm. All rooms are twin rooms.  

- Hotel Amsterdam Airport 

 

 

22 May (Wednesday)  

Depart hotel at 0800. Drive to Ieper (Ypres) 2.5 hours. We will begin at Langemarck and the “Brooding 

Soldier” memorial at Vancouver Corner. After lunch in town we will visit the “In Flanders Field” 



museum. We then check into our hotel. The Last Post Ceremony at 2000 hours will be followed by soldier 

biography presentations on the ramparts.  

- Hotel Ypres  
 

 

23 May (Thursday)  

We begin the day at the Hill 62 memorial. We will then visit Tyne Cot Cemetery and Passchendaele.  

- Hotel Ypres 
 

 

24 May (Friday)  

Our day on the Somme begins at L’Historial de la Premiere Guerre Mondiale in Peronne. Many of us 

regard L’Historial as the outstanding war museum we visit and we will spend several hours here before 

an early lunch. We them visit the Newfoundland Memorial Park at Beaumont Hamel, the Courcelette 

battlefield, and Theipval, the “British Vimy.”  

- Hotel Arras  

 
 

25 May (Saturday)  

We begin our Vimy day at Notre Dame de Lorette, the site of the French National Cemete ry and 

memorial for the battles of 1914-1915. There are several observation points here on the “Lorette Spur” 

that allow us to see the entire 1917 corps battlefield. If it is a clear day we can see the pylons at the Vimy 

Memorial in the distance. We will then go to Vimy to tour the tunnels and visit the memorial.  

- Hotel Arras  

 

 

26 May (Sunday)  

We begin the day on the outskirts of Arras to examine the last phase of the war: the advance from Arras 

to Mons, part of the “Hundred Days.” We will stop at Canal  du Nord and Bourlon Wood. En route to 

Dieppe we will visit the Canadian memorial at Le Quesnel, then the Australian memorial at Villers 

Bretoneaux. There are a number of Canadians buried here and we will continue our biographies. We 

then drive to Dieppe via Puys: the infamous Blue Beach of the Dieppe Raid.  

- Hotel Dieppe  

 

 

27 May (Monday)  

For Dieppe, you will have all done a decision-making exercise and we will be debating every aspect of the 

raid on the ground. Seeing Dieppe is something else. We will be examining the various memorials, the 

local museum, and the cemetery for presentations. 

- Hotel Dieppe 

 

 

28 May (Tuesday) 

We leave Dieppe to examine the battles of September 1944 to clear the Channel Ports with stops at 

Boulogne, Cap Gris Nez, and the Canadian Military Cemetery at Calais. We will then drive to our hotel 

in the heart of Brugge (Bruges). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



29 May (Wednesday) 

Our agenda for the day involves study of the two attempts to cross the Leopold Canal, 14 September and 

6 October. We then visit the Canada Museum and the Canadian Military Cemetery in Adagem. We will 

have lunch at the Canada Museum and return to Bruges in time to explore the city.  

 

 

30 May (Thursday) 

We cross the Scheldt Estuary to Walchern to examine the memorials and battlefields of the causeway and 

the Woensdrecht Ridge. We will visit the Polderhuis Museum and the Liberation museum, two recent 

attempts to construct a modern memory of the liberation / destrutcuon of the region. We will enjoy a 

farewell dinner in Bruges. 

 

 

31 May (Friday) 

We return to Amsterdam. The afternoon and evening are free to visit the city. 

 

 

1 June 

Group flight returns to Canada – 0930hours. 


